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Notes oni the Jfrechakatika.-By Dr. ARTHUR W. RYDRR, The 
University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 

THE following notes serve as a supplement to my translation' 
of the Mrcchakatika, recently published as Volume ix of the 
Harvard Oriental Series. 

The method of citation here adopted is a slight modification 
of that explained on pages xv-xvi of the edition and translation 
of the Karp-ararnafijari, Volume iv of the Harvard Oriental 
Series. The verses are cited by the act and the number of the 
individual verse within the act. The citation for prose gives 
the number of the act, the number of the last preceding verse, 
and the number of the pr'ose speech counted from the last pre- 
ceding verse. The following abbreviations require explanation: 

Apte. Practical Sanskrit-English Dictionary. By V. S. Apte. 
Poona, 1890. 

Bbhtlingk. Mrkkhakatika . . . fibersetzt von Otto Bohtlingk. 
St. Petersburg, 1877. 

Calcutta commentary. The commentary of Srlramamayasar- 
man, found in the Calcutta edition of 1870. This comment- 
ary I have been obliged to take at second hand. 

Godabole. The Mrichchhakatika . . . edited by N. B. Goda- 
bole. Bombay, 1896. Bombav Sanskrit Series, No. lii. 

HOS. Harvard Oriental Series. 

JV. JIvAnanda VidyAsAgara. Mrichhakatika (sic) . . edited 
with a full commentary by Pandit Jibananda Vidyasagara, 
B.A. Third edition. Calcutta, 1898. 

LD. The commentary of LallAdiksita, as given in Godabole's 
edition. 

Le&vi. Le Theatre Indien, par Sylvain Levi. Paris, 1890. 

P. The commentary of Prthvidhara, as given in Parab's 
edition. 

I The Little Clay Cart . . . translated . . . by Arthur William Ryder. 
Harvard Oriental Series, Volume Nine. Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
1905. 
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Parab. The Mrichchhakatika . . . edited by Kdshinath Pdn- 
durang Parab. Bombay, 1900. 

Regnaud. Le Chariot de Terre Cuite . . . traduit . . . par 
Paul Regnaud. Paris, 1876. 

Stenzler. Mrcchakatikh . . . sanskrite edidit A. F. Stenzler. 
Bonn, 1847. 

Wilson. Select Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus, trans- 
lated . . . by H. H. Wilson. Volume i, pp. 1-182. Third 
edition. London, 1871. 

It is greatly to be regretted that we have no old and full 
commentary on the Mrcchakatika. The only comment which 
nay be earlier than the nineteenth century is the meager gloss 
of Prthvidhara, who gives us no information about his date ; it 
is interesting to note (see Parab, 37. 25) that he knew the 
Brhatkatha. But Prthvldhara builds upon previous commenta- 
tors; he refers to a pracinatlkd (e. g. 40. 28), to ke cit (e. g. 7. 
25), to eke and apare (e. g. 26. 25-26). Unless this previous 
exegesis should come to light, we must remain in doubt about 
many points, especially in the Prakrit of SamisthAnaka and the 
Cinddlas. Yet, even so, the Mrcchakatika is one of the easier 
of the works of the classical Sanskrit literature. Sfdraka's vocab- 
ulary is not very large, his sentence-structure is simple, and his 
thought is rarely involved or difficult. Inasmuch as the action 
of the play continues for only five or six days,' the author does 
slot use the Viskambha or the Pravesaka. 

In HOS. ix, p. xix, I have called attention to the fact that 
Sudraka does not slavishly follow the canons of dramaturgy as 
laid down in the technical works which we possess. It is worth 
while in this place to give examples proving that his grammar 
also conforms less closely to the norm than that of Bhavabh-ati, 
for example. 

(a) In i. 14, under stress of meter, he uses nidhanatA in the 
sense of nirdhanatd. JV. warns us that we must pardon the 

I See HOS. ix, pp. xxvi-xxix. There is nothing to show whether the 
action of the tenth act occurs on the same day as that of the ninth act. 
Windisch, Berichte der philol.-histor. Classe der KOnigl. Sdchs. Gesell- 
schaft der Wissenschaften 1886, pp. 474-479, allows only four days for 
the action of the play. But the speech of Vlraka, ix. 23, shows that a 
night had passed between the strangling of Vasantasend (Act viii) and 
the trial (Act ix). 
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blemish, because Sfdraka is a great poet: nidhanasabdo maran. e 
radhah, atra tu dhanasuinyatve prayuktatvdt prasiddhivirodha- 
khyadosah sodhavyah, mahakavipraniltatvdd iti bodhyam. Cf. 
Hit. i. 128 (134), where this verse reappears with variants but 
with nidhanatA. In i. 37, nirdhanatii is used. 

(b) In i. 32, he uses the causative form ndmyati. This does 
not prevent his use of the normal ndmayati in prose, at viii. 46 9. 

Compare the causative form unnamya, used by Bhavabh-ati in 
Mdlatimddhava, ix. 31. 

(c) iii. 18b. The masculine singular desakdlah is curious; 
we should expect either desakdldu or desakdlam. 

(d) v. 30. Here it is hard to parse yadvat, though the 
meaning is plain enough. But this case is complicated by the 
reading of the second line; see the note on this verse, below. 

(e) vii. 4. sa tdvad asmrd vyasandrnavotthitam. If this 
reading is correct, we have the ablative asmat agreeing with 
the prior member of the compound. Compare, in vii. 8, the 
curious use of asmin without a noun: so etasmin in Ratndval!, 
ii. 19. 

(f) viii. 38. The use of asraya as a feminine is, so far as I 
can find, elsewhere unparalleled. 

(g) x. 27. The phrase dusitamh. yasah is logically coordi- 
nate with marandt, and should therefore be in the ablative. 

Such instances might be multiplied. In the structure of his 
verse, also, Sftdraka permits himself some liberties. Instances 
in point are i. 30, where the third pada is in a different meter 
from the rest; iii. 7 (fourth pada); iv. 17 (second pada). Levi 
has shown (pp. 206-208) in a masterly fashion that such con- 
siderations have little value for the dating of the play; but they 
are of real importance in the exegesis of cases less certain than 
those given. 

Act i. 

i. 1. It is of negative interest to observe that Suidraka's 
Nandl invokes the favor of Siva. Of course, this is the case 
with the great majority of the plays whose authors are without 
sectarian bias, and regard their works -as pieces of literature 
without didactic purpose. The sequence of thought in the 
first three lines is rigid. Line 1 suggests the physical means 
employed by Siva to plunge himself into trance; line '2, the con- 
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sequent numbing of the organs of sense; line 3, the resultant 
insight into things as they are. 

In line 4, the long compound suinyeksanaghatitalayabrahma- 
lagnah is not wholly simple. The commentators and transla- 
tors differ widely in their interpretations. It seems to me that 
the Calcutta commentary offers the best explanation: su-nyam, 
prapaicabh-Avah: tasya yad iksanaxh darsanami tena ghatito jato 
yo layas cittaikagratd tatpravanatdviseso va, etc. The line 
may then be literally translated: "May the meditation of Sam- 
bhu protect you, which is fixed on the supreme being with an 
intensity sprung from his insight into the emptiness of the 
material world." 

i. 4. The information here given about the life of Siidraka 
is tantalizingly imperfect. P. tells us that the phrase agnim 
pravistah means that he made a sacrifice of his body ill the fire, 
as did the old sage Sarabhafiga: see RdmAyana (Bombay ed.) 
iii. 5. 38, pravivesa hutAsanam or RaghuvafXsa, xiii. 45, cirdya 
sarhtarpya samidbhir agnirli yo mantrapfitdxh tanum apy aliiusit. 
Similar phrases are used in the Mudrdrdksasa, where Visnuddsa is 
reported to be burning himself alive from grief at the loss of his 
friend Candanaddsa: vi. 15" jalanami pavesidukdmo; vi.15"2 agni- 
pravese; vi. 162 hutabhuji pravesahetuh; vi. 17' jalanarh pavi- 
sdmi. 

i. 7. See note on iii. 30, below. 
i. 8'. For the expression annamaaih jialoath pekkhlmi com- 

pare NAgdnanda iv. 13': putta ahami kkhu tujjha maranabhIdd 
savvamh pi jialoaxh garudamaamh pekkhami. 

i. 823. This speech is interesting in showing how the mean- 
ing 'cut'- may have come to attach itself to the causative of 
klp. Kappijjantaia plainly signifies here ' cut to pieces, killed,' 
in its application to Jfirn.avrddha; -but it also means ' arranged' 
as applied to the young bride's hair. Both nieanings are 
included in the English 'fix'. The secondary meaning of ' fix' 
in such slang phrases as "I'll fix him," is quite like the second- 
ary meaning of kalpayati. This explanation seems more natu- 
ral than that of the PW.' The word is used in the sense of 
'cut' again in i. 30 and in iii. 21',4. 

' [For a parallel in the development of meaning, compare si4d (arrange, 
' fix,' kill). ED.] 
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i. 12'. The phrase diisie putta atthakallavattd has been, I 
think, quite misinterpreted by the translators. Wilson has: 
"The sons of slaves! your guest is ever ready to make a morn- 
ing meal of a fortune." Regnaud: " Ah les fils d'esclaves! Ils 
font un dejeuner de votre bien." Bbhtlingk: " Diese Sohne 
von Sclavinnen mit ihrem Bischen Gelde." These translations 
assume that arthakalyavarta is a bahuvrihi: 'whose breakfast is 
money;' but the same word in ix. 22' must mean 'a trifle of 
money': compare strikalyavarta in its PrAkrit form in iv. 5', 'a 
mere trifle, namely a woman;' at ii. 124' "' 131 the word kalya- 
varta also means a 'trifle.' These translations also miss the 
point of khajjanti; it is not supposed guests, but the money 
itself, which makes itself at home only where it isn't used for 
food (khajjanti), like the cattle-boys who stay only where they 
are not eaten up (khajjanti) by wasps. The correct interpreta- 
tion is found in JV., who says: dAsyAh putrA ity anena cai 
'Sam (i. e. arthdnAm) atiheyata sacit&. In other words, dasyAh 
putrdh is merely a humorous epithet of arthakalyavarta: 'this 
damned money-trifle.' The phrase ddsydh putrAh is in Prikrit 
not infrequently applied to things, with the same illogical 
humor found in the corresponding use of 'confounded' or 
'damned' in English. Compare also "You son-of-a-gun of a 
fool' (confounded fool). In iii. 6'4 it is applied to the gem- 
casket; in v. 47', to the storm. In Sak. vi. 201 (Pischel) and 
in NAgAnanda iii. 2', it is applied to bees. It will be noticed 
that in all these cases the phrase is used by the Vid-asaka. 

i. 14. This verse reappears as Hitopadesa i. 134 (Godabole 
and Parab) with the following variants: line 1,- sattvdt pari- 
bhrasyate for prabhrasyate tejasah; line 2, nihsattvah for niste- 
jah; line 3, sokanihatah for sokapihitah. 

i. 15. The phrase vairam aparam means 'another (form of) 
hostility (with mankind)'; the figure is striking. In the second 
line svajanajana- must mean 'kinsmen and strangers,' as the 
commentators say. The ca in the third line is difficult: P. and 
LD. say cakdro hetau; B6htlingk and Regnaud adopt this sug- 
gestion. But -this meaning for ca can hardly be found else- 
where; is it not better to understand it in the sense of 'if ' (cet)? 
Then the line means: " (it is the part of) wisdom to go into the 
forest if (ca) there is (bhavati) contempt from his wife." 

i. 22. Aidraka uses visesayati in the meaning of 'surpass' 
again at iv. 4. 
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i. 23. It cannot be doubted that Samisthanaka's arithmetic is 
at fault here; the 'ten names' are really eleven, and are not to 
be reduced by combination; dase 'ti vyartham, says P. tersely. 

i. 306. With the expression na puspamosam arhaty udydna- 
lata, compare iv. 6: no musnamy abalulAi vibhiisanavatim phul- 
lam ivd 'hamh latdni. 

i. 303. The phrase savdmi bhlivasSa sNiax attanakehirh pAde- 
him is repeated almost exactly at viii. 3718. In spite of the 
differences in case, it can hardly be doubted that Saxhsthlnaka 
means 'I swear by the gentleman's head and by my own feet,' 
not ' . . . schwore ich . . . mit meinen Fiissen beim Haupte 
dieses klugen Herrn,' as Bohtlingk translates. 

i. 31. The last line is repeated at viii. 17'. 
i. 32. For the form ndmyati see above, page 420. [It may 

be due to confusion with -am roots of the ya- class (tnmyati, 
etc.). The middle (passive) ndmyate also suggests the form. 
-ED.] 

i. 323. One of the subtlest points in the character of the 
ignorant and conceited Saihsthlnaka is the fact that he permits 
the Vita to apply to him repeatedly the drastic epithet kdnell- 
matr, apparently never realizing the gross insult. 

i. 34. Quoted in Dandin's Kqvyqdarsa, ii. 226, 362. 
i. 344. It seems as if the grammar would be better if bhfisa- 

nasabdam and malyagandham were in the nominative. 
i. 41. The initial esd 'si harks back, with humorous effect, 

to the esd 'si of the preceding verse. 
i. 45. Parab's nirmitah is apparently a mere misprint for 

nirjitdh. 
i. 46. For the form suskavdn, see PTn.. viii. 2. 51. 
i. 503. The word kdkapadasisamastaka, which Saihsthdnaka 

applies to Mditreya again at ix. 308 receives two explanations 
from the commentators. It is said to mean either (1) chief of 
the princes of sharpers, or (2) whose head-pate is like a caret. 
The first explanation seems forced and unnatural, the second 
quite in keeping with Samisthlnaka's character; Issamastaka 
iti sakdravanitvena punaruktatvaih na dosah (P.). 

i. 50'9. This speech (repeated at i. 55' 6) contains, s6 far as I 
know, the only reference to a female stage-manager (sfitradhar!). 
For a word like tandavasttradhdr! (comm. nartane ku'ala) in 
Cdurapaicasika 7 is obviously without bearing on the history of 
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the drama in India. The expression in our passage cannot be 
used as direct evidence, since it may be nothing more than 
another absurdity of Safhsthdnaka's. 

i. 51. The words line a vele have received a double San- 
skritization from the commentators; either as lindyduh sa vel- 
yam, or as rnaih ca vdiram. The sense which Bohtlingk and 
Regnaud extract from the second interpretation is excellent: 
"a pumpkin stalk , debts, and enmity never rot "; but the 
construction is very strange, with a string of nominatives fol- 
lowed by na khalu bhavati p-atih. Unless we are willing to 
take the ungrammatical and illogical form of statement as a 
part of Samisthanaka's dialect, we are forced to adopt the first 
explanation: ''a pumpkin-stalk . . . do not rot, even when a 
long time has passed" (JV.: veldyami samaye liniydtm atitAydm 
api). 

i. 52. What does nirvalkalam mean as applied to a sword? 
It seems to me that the word is used in an extravagant sense; 
the sword is barkless, i. e., it has no time to gather mould, it is 
always busy. JY. suggests that it means 'out of its sheath' 
(valkalail tarutvak, laksaniayd tannirmitaxh kosam, tasmAn nir- 
gatam: niskosaam ity arthah). This seems quite out of. accord 
with kosasuptam in the next line; but perhaps, after all, Saih- 
sthdnaka would speak of a ' naked' sword as one ' ungarmented,' 
and if so, the immediate contradiction of kosasuptam would be 
but another absurdity of the speaker. Safhsthanaka seems 
interested in radishes; cf. viii. 34. 

i. 52 . Bohtlingk supplies rohasenam as object of prdvrnoti; 
but there is no indication of Rohasena's actual presence, nor 
is there any reason why she should do this apavaritakena. 
Surely, we have to supply atmatnam, as in the common stage- 
direction apavarya: she wraps herself in the mantle, without 
letting Cdrudatta see. Indeed, Bohtlingk supplies dtmanam 
with prdvrnoti below at ii. 20. 

i. 66. The phrase bhagyakytami dasam probably refers to 
C(drudatta's poverty, not to Vasantasend's profession, as Bt5ht- 
lingk takes it. Carudatta deplores, almost too frequently, his 
plight, but he does not often refer to the fact that Vasantasenh 
is a courtezan. Besides, this fact surely would not prevent her 
from entering the house. The two concluding lines are diffi- 
cult. They seem to mean: "and because of her acquaintance 
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with men, she does not speak impudently, even though she 
speaks many things." But Vasantasend has not spoken a word 
aloud since her entry into the house; so that perhaps we have 
to understand ' a man' as subject of bhdsate. This seems to be 
Wilson's understanding of the verse; he renders: 

"Nor makes she harsh reply, but silent leaves 
The man she scorns, to waste his idle words." 

i. 56S. The sense seems to require at the end the phrase 
utthedha tti which is found in Stenzler and Godabole, but is 
lacking in Parab and JV. 

i. 57. The striking expression timiranikara, 'multitudinous 
darkness,' is used again by Bhavabhfiti at MMl. viii. 1. Nikara, 
'heap,' corresponds exactly to the negro use of heap, in 'heap 
dark, etc. 

Act ii. 

ii O0. The verb dlikh is explained by LD. as meaning 'to 
yearn' (abhilas); Regnaud and Bbhtlingk follow this explana- 
tion, the former reading kaih pi, the latter, kiih pi. Perhaps 
the verb, in combination with hrdayena, does acquire this mean- 
ing; but it seems more natural to take it in its ordinary meaning 
of 'draw, paint': " she is painting something (or 'somebody,' if 
we read kail pi) with her whole heart." The something is, of 
course, a picture of Cdrudatta, perhaps the one which she is 
gazing at in iv. O0. A lovelorn heroine in Indian drama has no 
more familiar occupation than painting the picture of her 
beloved. 

ii. 0". The text is doubtful; my translation simply attempts 
to make the best of Parab's text, but the result is not wholly 
satisfactory. The reading which JV. offers deserves considera- 
tion: ko kkhu ndma ajja attabhodle anugahido mah-asave taru- 
najano-What young person now receives my mistress' favor in 
the great festival (of her joy; mahln utsava dnandasvarfipas 
tasmin) ? 

ii. 2'. We may read dev! bhavissaih as two words 'I will 
turn goddess,' or devibhavissar as one word, 'I will turn god.' 
The situation is reproduced in Kipling's KHrishna iulvaney. 

ii. 48. Parab's reading kridati seems inferior to kridatah of 
Stenzler and Godabole, and seems to have no Ms. authority. 
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ii. 621. The chdyd should read dhfirtye instead of dhuirtay- 
ami. 

ii. 9. In Parab's text, tretdhrtasdrvasvah should be printed 
as one word. 

ii. 10 . In this speech and in ii. 11' the word tapasvi seems 
to be used in a double sense; on the one hand it means 'poor, 
unfortunate (varaka)' anid on the other hand, 'saint.' The 
second meaning is made almost certain by the fact that each of 
these speeches is followed by a verse describing ascetic prac- 
tices. Then ayami tapasvi, like ayam janah; will refer to the 
speaker, not to Mdthura, as LD. and the translators understand, 
and the little speech will mean: " and yet, what more should a 
poor saint like me do? for I, etc." This is the view which JV. 
presents: tapasvi vardko nirdoso 'ksama iti va: ayam ity dtma- 
nirdeso dardurakah kirh karisyati karotv ity arthah. 

ii. 1327 (just before ii. 14). The word tulidami is difficult; 
probably it means 'proportioned (to her innocence),' as the 
same word in ii. 14 means ' proportioned (to his strength).' 

ii. 14'. Godabole's suggestion that lakkhida mhi represents 
in Sanskrit raksito 'smi is worthy of consideration. 

ii. 149. Read kaxh for the kixli of Parab's text. 
ii. 1426 (just before ii. 15). The phrase kudo so dhanio is 

intentionally ambiguous. On the one hand, it means: " Where 
is your creditor (i. e. Mdthura)?" On the other hand, it means: 
" How can he (Cdrudatta) be a rich man? " The shampooer is 
shrewd enough to see that it is the hidden meaning which really 
interests Vasantasend, and answers accordingly. 

ii. 15. Both the meter and the interpretation offer difficul- 
ties. On the meter, see Stenzler, pp. 257-258. The meaning 
of lines 3 and 4 depends on the presence or absence of na, given 
in Parab's text and assumed as present by P., but having very 
little Ms. support. If na be kept, then we must, with P., 
assume that the last line contains a rhetorical question; and so I 
have translated. But I confess that the latter half of the verse 
puzzles me greatly. 

ii. 16 . The reading niarh is preferable to Stenzler's na, and 
has more Ms. authority. 

ii. 16 . Here Parab's reading seems inferior to the ajjo 
bandhuanami samassAsidurh of Stenzler and Godabole. 

ii. 16'. The phrase is one of exaggerated courtesy: " mis- 
tress, if it may be, then let this art remain in the hands of a 
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servant (of yours)," that is to say, "take me into your service." 
Regnaud translates: " . . . permettez-moi d'exercer mon art 
A votre service," which renders the idea freely; but Bohtlingk 
seems to me to miss the point with his translation:" . . . ge- 
statte, dass ich diese meine Kunst den Hinden deiner Diener- 
schaft anvertraue." JV. is v~ery clear: parijanahastagatii pari- 
janasya posyajanasya mame 'ti bhdvah . . . sevakatvena mam 
anumanyasve 'ti bhdvah. 

ii. 17. Doubtless Stenzler is right in printing bihacchaih 
(bibhatsam). It is hard to see how vihatthaih could represent 
a Sanskrit vihastam, and the efforts of the commentators to 
explain the latter word are far from satisfactory. 

ii. 1.8. The edi (eti) of the other texts seems preferable to 
Parab's ehi. 

ii. 19'. Parab's tac ca seems inferior to the tamh ca of Stenz- 
ler and Godabole. 

ii. 199. The phrase vdmacalanena jfdalekkhaarh ugghusia 
ugghusia has caused commentators and translators considerable 
difficulty. It is plain from the word dyatalekhaka that the 
monk is none other than the shampooer; this much P. has seen. 
The word lekhaka is used in ii. 2, where it plainly has the 
meaning 'a (gambling) score.' Stenzler's chdyd is right, I 
think, in taking ugghusia as the representative of udghrsya 
rather than of udghusya. The phrase then becomes simple 
enough: " stumbling with my left foot over a gambler's score." 
The suddenly metamorphosized shampooer has forgotten to rid 
himself of his gambling paraphernalia, which he drops when 
attacked by the elephant. 

ii. 206. The custom of marking a garment with the owner's 
name is referred to again in viii. 4311. 

Act iii. 

iii. 2. For Parab's annapasattakalatte we have another read- 
ing annakalattapasatte. Either gives a good sense. 

iii. 3. LD. suggests that priyatama virahdturdndm may be 
taken as one word: 'of those sick because of separation from 
the beloved.' 

iii. 81. The svapitah of Stenzler and Godabole is better than 
the svapiti of Parab and JV. 

iii. 12. P. and LD. explain darsanantaragata as meaning 
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'found in the treatises on robbery,' and this, I think, is cor- 
rect: cf. darsitah in iii. 12'. Regnaud also follows the com- 
mentators on this point. 

iii. 13. The commentators take vistirnam as a separate form 
of breach, and so obtain seven forms in all, according to the 
passage from the CAuradarsana which they quote. This is a 

point on which it is best to follow their authority, but Boht- 
lingk (p. 190) states the objections. 

iii. 14. Regnaud and Bohtlingk take visamasu in the sense of 
'difficult'; but I think LD. is right in giving it the meaning 
' unsuccessful' (viparltdsu). The epithet then anticipates and 
explains the dosdn of the fourth line. 

iii. 16'. The words cikitsdrh krtvd are better taken as part 
of the text, not of the stage-dhrection. 

iii. 171. Parab's na in the phrase kva na khalu salilam bha- 
visvati is apparently a mere misprint for nu. 

iii. 181. It seems to me that the translators miss the point in 
tan mama 'pi nama sarvilakasya bhuimisthali dravyam when 
they interpret: "whatever is underground is my property" 
(Wilson). Does not the speaker rather mean :" well, the prop- 
erty belonging to me too, to Sarviiaka, is underground," that 
is, "I have no property?" If this is correct, the clause is 
merely a humorous afterthought to the preceding sentence. 

iii. 18 . Apparently Parab's kirh na is a misprint for kiri nu. 
iii. 186. On desakdlah, see above, p. 420. The construction 

of dhikkrtam andhakdram (bis) is quite unclear to me; the 
translators take dhik krtam as two words: 'fie on the made 

darkness.' This construction seems very forced and awkward, 
but I can offer nothing better. I think, however, that a mark 
of punctuation should precede bhadrapithena: ' fie on the dark- 

ness caused by the bhadrapitha; or rather, fie on the darkness 
caused by me,' etc. The reading asmadbraihmanakule of Stenz- 
ler and Godabole seems better than the -kulena of Parab and 

JV. 
iii. 19. The word anirveditapaurusam is very curious; we 

should expect anivedita-, 'to which manliness is unknown,' and 
this is what JV. reads. Perhaps we have to parallel this form 
with nidhanata for nirdhanatii in i. 14 (see above, p. 419), 
but the meter does not demand the form anirvedita- here. 

iii. 20. Read in Parab's text vag desa-. 
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iii. 21 . It is strange that Mditreya should quote the words 
dudiarh via dudraami ugghldidaih, when Radanikd has not used 
the expression in what precedes. 

iii. 24. This verse is repeated as v. 43. 
iii. 26 . The sentence beginning bhaavami kaanta is repeated 

almost literally at vi. 00, this latter time in Vasantasend's mouth. 
iii. 29. This verse is repeated as v. 7. 
iii. 291. With asmacchariraspyrtikd (a gesture of solemn 

asseveration) cf. the expression mdrjdro bh-amimi sprstvd karnAu 
sprsati in the fable of the cat and the vulture in the first book 
of the Hitopadesa. JV. has: gdtrasaihsparsena sapathakara- 

.nami lukikaprasiddham eva. 
iii. 30. In the second half of this verse the words na yasya 

raksdm are difficult of interpretation. This difficulty doubtless 
explains the presence of the variant nrpasya raksdn, which 
Stenzler adopts. This latter reading gives a good sense, and 
forms the basis of the translations of Regnaud and Bdhtlingk. 
But the large majority of the Mss. have na yasya raksdm; and 
as this is the lectio difjicilior, we are bound to make what we 
can of it. It is easy to see how na yasya raksdm might be 
altered by a puzzled reader into nrpasya raksan, while the 
reverse process is almost inconceivable. The commentators give 
little help. P. and LD. are silent. JV. has: yasya sandhe rak- 
sami na pariharami na tyajami satatam eva sandhiim raksdm! 'ty 
arthah. This reads almost like nonsense, for it makes the second 
half of the verse contradict the first half; the last thing 
which Carudatta desires is the preservation of the breach. The 
Calcutta commentary is hardly more successful; yasya sandhe 
raksami raksanaih svarutpena 'vasthanam iti yavat: na pariharami 
no 'pekse sandhiih raksituih na saknom! 'ty arthah. Here the 
explanation of raksam as "the preservation (of the breach) in 
its present form" is ingenious enough; but the commentator is 
forced to give to na pariharami a meaning exactly the reverse 
of that which the phrase should have. Surely na (sandheh) 
raksah pariharimi must needs mean: "I do not avoid the pre- 
servation (of the breach) in its present form," which is precisely 
the opposite of what the speaker wishes to say. Wilson trans- 
lates as if the na were absent: "we'll leave no trace to catch 
the idle censure of men's tongues." The translation of Wilson 
and the brave attempt of the Calcutta commentary point the 
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way, I think, to the solution of the difficulty. Obviously, the 
trouble lies in the na. The clause becomes plain enough if we 
read nayasya, which involves no change in the Ms. reading. 
The verse may then be translated: "Quickly close up the 
breach with these bricks; I avoid the preservation of justice, 
because of the abundant evil of scandal." The word naya 
occurs once more in the play, in i. 7: nayapracArami vyavahdra- 
dustatam. In this passage the words naya and vyavahAra are 
used, it seems to me, with a slight double entendre. The line 
means, on the one hand, " the practice of legal justice, and the 
vicious quality of a legal process," as illustrated in the ninth 
act of the play, arid, on the other hand, " the practice of justice 
(referring to CArudatta) and viciousness of conduct (referring 
to Saihsthanaka)." This affords a further suggestion for iii. 30. 
CArudatta means to say: "I am willing, under the circum- 
stances, to thwart the law," and perhaps he wishes his auditors 
to understand nothing more than this; but to himself he means 
to say: "Scandal is such a dreadful evil that I am justified in 
departing from the course of conduct which strict justice 
demands." The word naya, with its more specific and its 
more general meaning, like " justice " in English, is admirably 
adapted to express both the artha and the bhdva, the super- 
ficial and the deeper meaning. 

Act iv. 

iv. 1. We should surely read raksan instead of raksya-n. 
iv. 3. The second line is explained by iii. 12; it was unlucky 

for a thief to see a woman during his expeditions. JV. remarks 
that the caurasastra forbids a thief to enter such a house as 
that here described. 

iv. 7'. Delete the mark of punctuation after alarhkdrao in 
Parab and Godabole. 

iv. 7'. Stenzler is right in printing the iti as part of the 
stage-diiection. 

iv. 14. The slight illogicality in the singular -sumandh is 
doubtless owing simply to the stress of meter, and is not worth 
the trouble which the commentators give themselves to ex- 
plain it. 

iv. 17. The meter is irregular (12. 11: 12.12). 
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iv. 20. In the third line, va has more authority than ca, and 
is probably the correct reading; it seems to be used in the 
sense of eva (JV. has va avadhltrane). 

iv. 241. JV. takes rmstriya to mean chief-of-police (rdstra- 
pa1ah: nagararaksdydm niyutko rdjapurusa ity arthah), rather 
than brother-in-law of the king; and I think.he is right, for 
Sarhsthltnaka nowhere appears as a government officer, giving 
sensible orders in Sanskrit. On the other hand, rdstriya is 
used at ix. 384 and x. 51' in the meaning 'brother-in-law of the 
king.' As Bbhtlingk remarks (p. 192), we should have an iti 
at the end of the speech. 

iv. 252,3. This is the only indication in the play that Sarvilaka 
is the son of Rebhila. 

iv. 274. There seems to be a pun on puspaka, and I have 
translated accordingly. The reading niaarandrl is better than 
Parab's narandri. 

iv. 27 . The pompous language of this description of the 
portal makes one wonder whether it is not an intentional trav- 
esty. In the long compound beginning with torana-, JV. 
explains -vedid- as ' pedestals' (talasthabaddhapradesih). 

iv. 2710. There is doubt about the form and meaning of 
kfiraccuatellamissarh. If the second element represents San- 
skrit -cyuta-, perhaps it means ' drippings.' P. has bhaktatai- 
laghrtamisrapindam; but JV. analyses quite differently: kfirid 
dravyavisesdc cyutarh nisthyfltarh yat tdilarh tena misrafa yuk- 
tam. The word kftra is used again in x. 29. 

iv. 2712. If shhina- really belongs here (it is lacking in many 
Mss.), it probably means 'own'; the whole word will then 
mean 'possessed of its own dice, made out of gems.' Read 
paribbhamanti in Parab. 

iv. 2714. Here pagiddo must be used in an active sense, 
'singing' (prakarsena gdnapard ity arthah: JV.). SasiDigarao 
(sasyfigdrah) is impossible; we must read either sasiiigdrdo (fem. 
plu.) or sasifigaraam. 

iv. 285. On the tame madanasarika, see HOS. iv, page 229, 
note 8. To peslanti LD. supplies yoddhum, 'are provoked to 
fight.' In Parab's text, pandikidd is a misprint for pindikida. 

iv. 29. This passage (ma ddva . . . loassa) is printed by 
Stenzler, Godabole, and JV. as prose; only Parab regards it as 
a verse. The matter is of a sort which the Vidilsaka would be 
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apt to put into verse; it is not narration nor description, but a 
kind of humorous moralizing. If we regard the passage as 
verse, it falls into five pddas, the scheme of which is 12, 17: 13, 
14, 15. Now if we disregard the fifth pdda, and apply the 
rule paddntasthaih vikalpena (Srutabodha 2) or va patdiinte 
(Vrttaratnakara, i. 9), we obtain the scheme 12, 18: 12, 14, 
which makes a pretty fair dryd; and it seems to me that Parab 
is right in assuming that the Vidiisaka speaks here in verse. 
But what becomes of the words anahigamainio loassa ? It is of 
course possible that they were intended by Sftdraka as a prose 
remark following the verse; but this is improbable. The words 
add nothing to the sense of the passage; they are merely an 
explanation of the comparison of VasantasenA's brother with a 
graveyard champak. Is it not probable that these words were 
originally a gloss? It would be natural for a reader to add the 
marginal comment anabhigamaniyo lokasya; the next scribe 
might easily incorporate the remark into the text, and the easy 
change into PrAkrit would naturally follow. We have an inter- 
esting parallel in vi. 202. Here Candanaka, after his Prdkrit 
speech, adds in Sanskrit: kida sabdavicarah: stjpunnnapuisaka- 
vyakhyanam aprastutam. "Why consider the words? An 
exposition of feminine, masculine, and neuter is irrelevant." 
Although all the Mss. give this matter, it is rendered very sus- 
picious by the unmotivated change into Sanskrit, and has all 
the appearance of being a gloss. Parab omits it; and JV., 
omitting it in the text, gives it as a part of his comment. I 
think there can hardly be a doubt that JV. has correctly pre- 
served the original division between text and comment; and if 
this is true, it seems probable that the same process has taken 
place in iv. 29, with the added step of changing the isolated 
Sanskrit words into Pra-krit. 

iv. 29'. The commentators take phullapavdraa- to mean 'a 
garment embroidered with flowers;' and in view of the variant 
pupphapAvdraa-, this is perhaps to be preferred to the meaning 
'expanded, baggy.' 

iv. 29'. The correct reading of the word which Parab gives 
in the form kavatthaddinie is doubtful; and P.'s interpretation 
of kavattha- as = kapardaka does not help. We can hardly do 
better than read karatta- and adopt the explanation ' dirty.' 

iv. 305. Read in Parab's text accharia- (ascarya-) for accha- 
ridi-, and write rovidd aneapAdavii as two words. 
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iv. 32 . As soon as the conversation becomes familiar, Va- 
santasend reverts to Prdkrit. 

Act v. 

v. 2. The compound in the first line is thus analyzed by 
LD. and JV.: jaldrdramahisasyo 'daram bhrn-gas ca tadvan 
nilah. 

v. 5. To the word patrachedya (cf. chedya 'engraved') the 
commentators unite in giving the conventional (rfidha) mean- 
ing 'picture,' and we can hardly doubt that they are right, as 
patra is used in the same way with other words implying mark- 
ing upon a (leaf) plate. 

v. 6. In the second line. vd - iva. In the third line adhvd- 
nam means 'road' in reference to Yudhisthira, but 'silence' 
(a-dhvdna) in reference to the kokila. 

v. 7. This verse is the same as iii. 29. 
v. 7'. LD. has an artificial explanation of the last clause, 

according to which dustdh = dosdh, and the whole is to be taken 
as ironical. The translators seem to follow his lead. Bbht- 
lingk, however, points out (p. 196) that dustdh should be neu- 
ter, if this explanation is right. But a simple, literal transla- 
tion gives better sense and better humor: "there even rogues 
are not born," i. e. a courtezan, an elephant, etc., make it 
impossible for anything, even a rascal, to flourish. This is also 
JV.'s understanding of the passage: dustdh sadosd api jand na 
jAyante na tisthant! 'ty arthah: dosdtirekasyi 'vasyambhdvdd iti 
bhdvah. 

v. 91 In kUmo vdmo, the Vidlisaka makes use of. his third 
homely prose proverb in this scene. This is one of the touches 
which make Mditreya a living character, very different from the 
stock Vid-asaka. 

v. 99. Stenzler and JV. are wrong in rendering avedha by- 
apeta (= apagacchata). Of course, it represents aveta, ' under- 
stand.' 

V. 112-5. This little scene is imitated by Harsa in the Ratnai- 
vali, ii. 66 7, 

v. 11A. We would welcome an a (ca) after andhadre. But 
compare duddinandhadre in v. 386. 

V. 111S. The verb kdkdasi shows pretty plainly that indama- 
hakamuko here means 'a crow' (so P. and JV.), not 'a dog.' 

VOL. XXVII. 29 
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v. 1118. Parab's punctuation, with the mark after tena hi, is 
suggestive. The expression seems very colloquial: " first guess 
it, man; then (you may do as you like)." 

v. 11" (just before v. 12). In Parab's text, suvassabhandaami 
is, of course, a misprint for suvanna-. 

v. 15. The word nirantarapayodharayd is used in a double 
sense. In reference to the night as a natural object, it means 
'whose clouds are close together'; in reference to the night as 
a rival wife, it means 'whose breasts are close together (i. e. 

swelling).' 
v. IWa. In my translation, I have taken strisvabhbivadurvi- 

dagdhayd to mean 'ignorant of woman's nature,' because this 
meaning seemed to fit the context better than ' obstinate because 
of her woman's nature'; but the latter meaning, I now think, 
seems more natural to the word, and is probably correct. 

v. 18. The commentators are doubtless right in taking pro- 
sitabhartr as a feminine, 'whose husbands are distant,' though 
in prose we should expect prositabh-artrki. 

v. 19. In Parab's text, balakdpindurosnsam should be 
printed as one word. 

v. 20. JV. explains protsdrya by apasdrya: 'the clouds have 

driven away and captured the moonlight.' 
v. 30. Parab's reading nirapeksa seems to me better than 

niraveksya, especially as I find no other instance of the com- 

pound niraveks. The construction is elliptical, but easily 
intelligible: "-as (was thy grief when) thou didst speak falsely 

., such is my grief also; 0 cruel! Let the cloud be 

restrained. " 
v. 36. In the fourth line, Parab's reading -mukha- seems to 

me much better than the -sukha- of the other editions. The 

genitives then modify -mukha-, as if we had daksinyapanyasya 
mukhasya niskrayasiddhir astu. The verse may be literally 
translated: 'May you have success in the sale of your face, the 

birthplace of fraud, deceit, and lies, together with pride; con- 

sisting of perfidy, in which love-sports have made their home; 
the courtezan's stock-in-trade, the compendium of amorous fes- 

tivals; the price of which is courtesy.' 
v. 40. The use of ddita eva is unusual; it is precisely equiva- 

lent to our colloquial ' from the start,' ' from the word go.' 
v. 42. The commentators are sorely troubled by drstap-irva- 

samigamavismtAna-m, and offer very forced and artificial explan- 
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ations. Does it not mean simply ' forgotten in the gatherings 
of their former associates' ? 

v. 42'. The bath-clout is that mentioned in iii. 18'. 
v. 43. This verse is the same as iii. 24. 
v. 50. The compound pracalitavedisamhcaya-ntam is difficult, 

and the commentators not wholly satisfactory. Probably vedi 
means 'pedestal' (cf. note on iv. 276); saihcaya (aggregation) 
perhaps means 'a construction of closely-joined bricks (LD. 
militabhir istikabhir nirmanam)': then vedisaxhcaya will mean 
'the brick-work of the pillar-pedestals.' The whole compound 
will therefore signify ' by which the edges of the brick-work of 
the pillar-pedestals are shaken.' In other words, the awning, 
flapping in the wind and rain, threatens to tear out by the roots 
the pillars to which it is fastened. In the fourth line, Parab's 
text should read sarhklinnd for saklinnd; the word means 
'soggy.' 

Act vi. 

vi. O0. The words bhaava . . purisabhdadheehimi are 
repeated almost literally from iii. 26'. 

vi. 046. The chdyd should read tvarate for tvarayati; the 
latter would be in Prdkrit tuvaredi. 

vi. 1. It is possible to understand the long compound in the 
first and second lines in either of two ways: " the great ocean of 
misery and woe, called (apadesa = vyapadesa) the king's 
prison'; or 'the great ocean of woe resulting from misery under 
the guise (apadesa = misa, LD. or chala, JV.) of the king's 
prison.' The slight awkwardness observable when Siidraka 
attempts to form long compounds, as in this verse (twice) and 
in v. 24 (see note on that verse, above), serves at least to help 
our appreciation of Bhavabhfiti's exquisite skill in handling 
them. 

vi. 11. The use of visasane is curious; either we must under- 
stand the word as an adjective (vindsajanake, JV.; m6rderisch, 
BMhtlingk), or else take the word as a locative of purpose (Vart- 
tika on Panini, ii. 3. 36, quoted by LD. and the Calcutta com- 
mentary). The difficulty of taking the word as an adjective has 
led me to adopt the second interpretation, as does Regnaud also; 
but the case does not fall exactly under the Vdrttika, because 
there is no karmasamiyoga, i. e. the thing sought after is not 
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connected with the object of the action (see Kielhorn's Gram- 
mar, ? 633 a). 

vi. 2. The last two lines are puzzling; the difficulty lies 
partly in the sequence of thought, partly in the word gamya 
'.approachable.' For 'approachable' may mean either ' capable 
of being pacified' (gatv& sandheyah santvaniya ity arthah, JV.; 
sarvesam, sevyali, P. and the Calcutta commentary) or 'capable 
of being attacked': so Bohtlingk (einem K6nige kann man wohl 
beikommen), and my translation. Besides, gamyo may repre- 
sent agamyah out of sandhi. Then who is the balavant-Palaka, 
or Fate, or Aryaka ? And finally, does daivI siddhih mean 
'success (in attaining the throne) due to fate,' or is it merely 
a circumlocution for ddivam? The translation of B,6htlingk, 
which mine closely resembles, gives a reasonable sense, but 
involves an awkward shifting of the point of view. Regnaud 
is ingenious, but hardly convincing; he takes ddiv! siddhih to 
mean ' fate,' and regards fate as identical with the king and the 
powerful one; the change of gender makes this very harsh. I 
would suggest another interpretation, without very much con- 
fidence in its correctness. " Even success (in attaining the 
throne; rdjapraptir api, JV.) cannot be avoided; a king (i. e. I 
myself, destined to become king) must be appeased; for who 
can fight with him who is powerful ? " That is, he cannot pre- 
vent my becoming king, for fate wills it; he had better make 
terms, for I am potentially more powerful than he. This inter- 
pretation is rather subtle and tortuous for Sftdraka; but it saves 
api from being a mere verse-filler, and preserves the same logi- 
cal subject throughout the verse. On the other hand, it seems 
irrelevant to the following prose. 

vi. 3. The reading adattadando, found in Parab and JV., 
gives better meter than the andyatdrgalam of Stenzler and 
Godabole. 

vi. 6. I think we have to take vwsatthd (visvastdh) as a voca- 
tive: 'my trusty men.' 

vi. 7. The word sahAsu (sabhlsu) probably refers here to 
gambling dens, dives. 

vi. 15'. It seems probable to me that purvavdir! and pu-rva- 
bandhuh mean 'enemy in a former life' and ' friend in a former 
life' rather than 'former enemy' and 'former friend.' In the 

play itself, there is no indication of any previous acquaintance 
of Aryaka's with Viraka or Candanaka. 
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vi. 16. In Parab's text, read eka- for ekt-. 
vi. 181. There is no other allusion in the play to the fact 

that Sarvilaka had ' given life' to Candanaka. 
vi. 202. See note on iv. 29. 
vi. 22. I think it can hardly be doubted that Parab's chAyi 

-interprets correctly the puzzling word kuccaganthi- as = San- 
skrit kfircagranthi-. The word then means 'beard-knots, 
scrubby beards.' 

vi. 235. In Parab's text, tath& should be printed as part of 
the stage-direction. See Shankar Pandit's edition of the MAla- 
-ikagnimitra, page 168, note 51. 

Act vii. 

vii. 1'. In Parab's text, read vaddhamanao for vaddhamninaa. 
vii. 2. Parab's reading karmnntojjhita- seems preferable 

both to Stenzler's karmnntotthita- and the vartmnntojjhita- of 
Godabole and JV.; for the -utthita- of Stenzler must be rather 
forced to give a meaning, and so must the -anta- (= madhye 
LD.; madhyabhage JV.) of the other texts. Parab's reading 
means of course 'left at the end of work.' 

vii. 3. For the fourth line, compare D. D. Cunningham, 
Indian Friends and Acquaintances (New York, 1904), pp. 64- 
465: " The order of events is this: when everything is ready and 
:a desirable nest has been chosen, the cock-koil, conspicuous in 
his shining black plumage and crimson eyes, seats himself on a 
prominent perch, whilst the hen, in modest speckled grey garb, 
lurks hidden among dense masses of neighbouring foliage. He 
then lifts up his voice and shouts aloud, his voice becoming 
more and more insistent with every repetition of his call, and 
very soon attracting the attention of the owners of the nest, 
who rush out to the attack and chase him away. Now comes 
the chance for his wife, who forthwith nips in to deposit her 
egg. Very often she does this successfully before the crows 
have returned, but every now and then she is caught in the act 
and driven off like her husband, uttering volleys of shrill out- 
cries." 

vii. 4. Parab's reading asmad vyasanarnavotthitam has 
rather more authority than Stenzler's asmad vyasanan navotthi- 
tam, and is a more forcible expression; Godabole and JV. have 
the same reading as Parab, though LD. seems to explain the 
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other reading. If Parab's text represents the original, we have 
an example of loose grammatical structure, inasmuch as asmat 
must modify the prior member of the compound: cf. above, p. 420. 

vii. 5. JV. and the Calcutta commentary are quite right in 
pointing out that the reading nigadayugmam contradicts the. 
ekacaranalagnanigadah of vi. 052 (shortly before vi. 1) and the 
padagrasthitanigad-aikapas'akarsI of vi. 1 (also the carandn niga- 
dam apanaya of vii. 62 and the nigadam of vii. 8; on the other 
hand, the plural is used at vii. 6W3'4'); no doubt the reading 
-nigadam ekam of Parab and JV. or the nigadapAsam of the 
Calcutta commentary is in itself preferable: but the reported 
manuscripts all read nigadayugmam. 

vii. 6'. The expression sanigacchehi niaddiih is very curious. 
If this represents samigacchasva nigaddni, as it seems to, both 
the construction and the sense are difficult; for nigadani ought 
to be in the instrumental, and there seems no reason why MUi- 
treya should say "be united with the fetters." Commentators 
and translators are alike unsatisfactory. It is just possible that 
there is a smutty pun in samigacchasva, that Maitreya means 
to hint that CArudatta, not being able to be united (sexually) 
with Vasantasend, must be content to be united with what has 
actually come in the cart, namely the fetters. But this does 
not explain the case of niaddiiih. 

vii. 612. The word before gatih is given in the following 
forms; atilaghusaffcitra, alaghusamceard, alaghusaihvard (Goda- 
bole reads laghusaihcdra). Doubtless alaghusaihcari gatih yields 
a good meaning most easily: " your progress is one whose move- 
ment is not easy," i. e. ' you will find walking difficult'; but the 
lectio difficilior alaghusarhvArd (Parab's reading) has a good 
deal of authority. If it is correct, it seems to mean 'whose 
concealment is not easy'; in this case, Cdrudatta means that 
Aryaka would probably be detected if he left the cart. The 
reading -saihcaird may have crept in from the -saihcare in the 
next clause. 

vii. 7. It is a not uncommon stylistic device in Indian 
dramas to divide a verse. Sometimes the different parts are 
spoken by different characters, as here and at Uttararamacarita, 
i. 33; Milatimntdhava iii. 18; x. 8: sometimes the same charac- 
ter speaks the whole verse, but is interrupted by prose speeches 
from others, as at i. 44; MudrArdksasa vi. 16; Ratndval! iv. 19; 
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Venisaihhdra vi. 16; Prasannardghava v. 35. A peculiarly 
elaborate case is Uttarardmacarita iv. 24-25, where a verse is 
interrupted by a prose speech and by a second verse, this latter 
verse being itself divided between two characters. 

Act viii. 

viii. 1'. There is some doubt about the reading, but that 
given in Parab's chayd (. . . kevalam . . . saranam asmi) has 
the most authority and is easier than . . narah . . . sarane 
(gacched iti Sesah LD.). With the accepted reading, the line 
means: "Having seen (mundane things: saxhsdram JV.) from 
the standpoint of transitoriness, I am now the abode of virtues 
only." 

viii. 2. In the third line, we should probably read a (ca) for 
Parab's ka (kva); then the jena of the first line governs lines 
1-3. If we read ka (kva), it must mean, I suppose, 'in whom.' 

viii. 33. Apte (s.v. apa-vah) gives to apavaihayati in this 

passage the meaning ' cause to carry the yoke,' while JV. gives 
it the meaning 'beat' (tadayati). At any rate, it seems as if 
the causative should mean a little more than 'chase away' 
(B&htlingk), especially in consideration of the case of gonalia. 
For the accusative shows that the action of the verb as well as 
that of the gerund should be appropriate not only to the monk, 
but also to the bullock. At viii. 44' we have a parallel passage, 
in which vdhitah (P., however, takes vahide to represent bddhi- 
tah) is used without apa; here too, JV. explains vdhitah by 
tdditah. 

viii. 34. The word dpanaka is used in the same sense of 
'drinking party' at Nagainanda iii. 23. For the red radish, 
compare the note on i. 52, above. 

viii. 4. Bbhtlingk's interpretation of the fourth line is, I 
think, correct: " (der Garten . . .). kann wie ein neu angetre- 
tenes Ktnigthum genossen werden, ohne dass man es sich erst 
zu erobern brauchte"; but his interpretation of upabhogya (in 
the PW.) as a noun seems unnecessary. It is more natural to 
take anirjitopabhogyam as a karmadhbraya 'to be enjoyed with- 
out having to be conquered (by one's own efforts).' Perhaps 
LD. is right in thinking that the vita intends to rebuke Saxh- 
sthbnaka's brutal conduct by contrasting it with the gentle invi- 
tation of the park. 
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viii. 48. The word dhanya means 1. blessed, 2. infidel; 
punya means 1. virtuous, 2. a brick watering-trough. This 
accounts for Samisthanaka's blunder in thinking that he has 
been called a materialist (cdrvAka) and a brick trough (kosthaka); 
but why he should add kumbhakAra, I am unable to see. The 
word is omitted by some authorities and is not present in LD.'s 
comment. 

Viii. 412. In Parab's text, delete the marks of punctuation 
after pianti and nhaami; for tahiih must refer back to jahiii. 
The reading -savaldiih (-sabaldni) of Stenzler and JV. seems 
preferable to the -savannaimfi (-savarndni) of Parab and Goda- 
bole, and has considerable authority. The expression in the 
last clause 'I will make you a man of one, blow' seems very 
idiomatic; in x. 3519 we' have the expression ekkappahAlena 
milia. 

viii. 5. The phrase dirami nigdhkintaram is very puzzling 
and the commentators are unsatisfactory. Perhaps it modi- 
fies vastriintam and means '(the hem of the garment) by which 
the middle part is quite (dfiram) concealed', that is, he has 
thrown the end so clumsily over his shoulder that it hides the 
greater part of the garment: but this seems very awkward. 
Assuming this explanation, the last two lines may be literally 
translated: "and he has not learned the (proper) arrangement 
of the yellow robe; and the hem of the garment, by which the 
middle part is quite concealed, loose because of the bagging of 
the cloth, does not fit on his shoulder." 

viii. 6. We should expect vrksamdAsdih, to correspond in 
formation with fildsakalavarsmabhih; the epithets are curious 
enough. 

viii. 10. This is one of the rare cases in which Sarhsthit- 
naka's mythology is correct. 

viii. 148. Instead of ayam agatah, we should expect idam 
Agatam, since pravahana is neuter in Sanskrit; perhaps ayam 
refers to Sthdvaraka. 

viii. 1422. The expression hagge attanakelake na huvissah is 
unusual; it seems to mean 'I shall not be my own any longer,' 
'I shall be dead.' 

viii. 171. The quotation is the last line of i. 31. 
viii. 20. JV. takes dasaanahuppalamandalehiia as a bahuvrihi, 

'whose lotus-heaps are ten finger-nails' (dasa nakhd utpalaman. - 
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daldny utpalasamaha- yayos tdbhydm); but it seems more natu- 
ral to take it as a karmadhdraya, 'having ten finger-nails and 
discs like those of lotuses.' In the next line, cadusadatddana- 
is a karmadhdraya; JV. analyzes cAtusatdni priyavacanasatanI 
'va tddandni prahdrAh. 

viii. 22. JV. gives to the words tusti kddaui the meaning 
'to do me a favor,' which is ingenious, and possibly correct. 

viii. 22'. Here gandha means 'a mere smell,' 'a particle'; 
cf. the kdsikA on Panini v. 4. 136: alpaparydyo gandhasabdah. 
The same use of the word is found in Yogabhdsya i. 48: na 
tatra viparyasagandho 'py asti and iv. 15: ni 'nayoh salikara- 
gandho 'py asti; while Regnaud and Bohtlingk see the same 
meaning in raktagandhanuliptam in x. 3: compare the note on 
that verse, below. Regnaud has called attention to the mean- 
ing 'a certain perfume' (ca'nda) which the PW., on the author- 
itr of Amara and the Medini, gives for rdksasi, and sees a 
deliberate pun on the part of the author; the suggestion is both 
ingenious and convincing. JV. adds a further point by sug- 
gesting that Samhsthanaka misunderstands the vita's use of 
akaryam; the vita means ' something that must not be done,' ' a 
sin,' but Saihsthanaka takes him to mean 'something that can- 
not be done,' an impossibility, and so declares that it is not a 
witch after all. 

viii. 24. Compare Manu viii. 86. 
viii. 24'. Read palihissah for pahilissam. 
viii. 28'. The word mallakka- (if, indeed, this be the correct 

spelling) here and at ix. 521 has caused a good deal of trouble. 
The 'earlier commentary' (prdcinatika) quoted by P. gives it 
the meaning ' a small vessel made of a leaf ' (patraputika), and 
this is adopted by LD. JV. reads gallakka- and offers the 
meaning 'cur' (kukkura), but he quotes no authority, and on 
ix. 521 he says that gallarka is a dialectic word for wine-vessel. 
In Maitreya's speech at the very beginning of act i, and in 
v. 62 we have the same word, with the same Ms. variations 
between initial m and initial g, and between single and double 
k; in both places it must mean some kind of dish, and in v. 62 
it must mean 'a drinking-vessel'; and that is doubtless the 
meaning which we have to accept in this passage. 

viii. 29. This verse is repeated at ix. 7, with nitaram for 
sutaram. 
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viii. 304. The Prdkrit ndseena represents Sanskrit nyasena 

and also nds'ena. The pun is obvious. 

viii. 31. The words sevaaih and kastamad are doubtful. 

Stenzler prints se vaaxh as two words, but in his chlyd gives te 

vayam; te would of course be de in Prdkrit, and this Bohtlingk 

conjectures (p. 204). But the authorities speak overwhelm- 

ingly for Sevaaih, Sanskrit sevakam. Then Stenzler's ch-y- 

understands kastamad as equal to Sanskrit kdsthamay1h rather 

than kastamaydh. Of course the t speaks against this, but the 

meaning to be extracted from the words (te vayaxh kdsthama- 

ydh) would then have to be that given by B6htlingk, " Are we 

to you men of wood ?" This seems an unnatural rendering in 

itself , and has no support in the context. Certainly Vasanta- 

.sena understands the speaker to make a comparison between 

himself and Cirudatta, to the disadvantage of the latter. Her 

sevitavyah (vs. 33) takes up the sevakam of the present verse, 

and her daridrah (vs. 33) refers back to kastamaydh. Samisthb- 

naka asks her why she does "not desire him, and why she prefers 

a poor man; she answers that the poor man's character is good, 

while his' is bad. Probably, then, we must read kimi sevakami 

kaslamayd manusydh, and render: "why are poor men the 

object of (your) devotion?" True, the matter would be simpler 

if we could read sevyante or sevydih. 

viii. 32. Stenzler prints the entire first line as one word; 

JV. divides khala caritanikrsta jdtadosah, though his comment 

offers the option between this division and that found in Parab's 

text. Godabole, as also P. and LD., prefer the division found 

in Parab. That this is the intention of the author is made 

probable by the parallelism between khalacarita and sucarita- 

caritam. 
viii. 332. Of course the paldsa and the kimshuka are the same; 

the blunder on Samisthdnaka's part is like that found in the last 

line of i. 41. I do not believe that the author intends a pun on 

the name of the demon Paldsa, as P. and LD. say; Bohtlingk 

(p. 204) argues effectively against this view. 

viii. 34. 'I have taken some liberties with this verse in my 

translation, in an effort to preserve something of the grim 

humor of this critical scene. I am afraid that it is rather risky 

to assume that the author, in using the name DhundhumAra, 

plays on the other meaning of the word, namely the insect 

called indragopa. 
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viii. 35'. Parab's chiyd should read mriyasva garbhaddsi 
mriyasva. In Sanskrit, as in English, we lose the assonance of 
mala gabbhaddsi mala following sumala gabbhaddsi sumala in 
viii. 353. 

viii. 36. This verse and the next contain numerous difficul- 
ties. The second line means: " who (really) came to her death 
(kala-) when,. being in love, she came (thinking) to sport with 
him when he had come." In order to justify the accusatives 
of the first two lines, we must supply hatvi, as the Calcutta 
commentary and JV. observe. In the fourth line, the chdyd in 
Parab and Godabole renders nisadse by nihsvasa, and it is this 
rendering which is represented by my translation; but in Stenz- 
ler and JV. the chlyd has nihsvase, and that is of course what 
we should expect from the Prdkrit form of the word. The 
phrase then means: " (Why do I boast of my strength of arm?) 
She dies merely at my breathing." The chlyd in Parab, Goda- 
bole, and JV. takes amba to represent Sanskrit ambd, nomina- 
tive, and this is precisely what we should expect; ambd or 
ambikd 'mother' is used as a term of endearment, so e. g. at 
viii. 17's. But the short final vowel of the Prakrit makes a diffi- 
culty, and this difficulty is not avoided by. the reading of Stenz- 
ler's chaya, ambasmara. 

viii. 37. The third line is desperate, so desperate that Reg- 
naud does not attempt to translate it. Probably madeva repre- 
sents mate 'va (not matai 'va: Stenzler), as Parab's chaya has 
it; the iva probably goes with drdupad! (drdupadisadrs' mata, 
JV). We may tentatively translate the line: " my brother was 
disappointed of his honor, and my father, and my mother (who 
in this respect is) like that Drdupadi. " This translation assumes 
the word-division sevavanicida bhaduke, as Parab prints; but 
the line seems nearly hopeless. 

viii. 372. This speech of the vita's is very strange indeed, 
and I do not see that the matter is helped by the reading pada- 
yoh for padapah. The speech illustrates Bohtlingk's excellent 
observation (Vorwort, p. i): "Als eine Eigenthufmlichkeit ist 
. . . auch dieses hervorzuheben, dass er . . . den Zuhorer 
oder Leser . . . auf bevorstehende wichtige Begebenheiten vor- 
bereitet und dadurch die Ueberraschung zwar einigermaassen 
abschwaqcht, auf der anderen Seite aber auch die Neugier in 
hohem Grade reizt." But it seems as if this end were attained 
in the present case with unwonted awkwardness. 
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viii. 3718, For the expression, compare i. 309. 
viii. 38. JV. takes dAksinyodakavdhin! as an adjective 

modifying ratih and suggests that the 'own region' (svadesa) is 
the south (daksina), because it is well known that rivers run 
south. On the feminine form Asraye, see above, p. 420. 

viii. 40. This matter is printed by Stenzler as prose, by the 
other editions as a verse; if it makes a verse, as seems most 
probable, the readings of the other three editions are nearer the 
intent of the author than those adopted by Stenzler, since these 
latter destroy the meter. The text is desperately bad. In the 
second line, the editions all read savodiaib (or sabo-), but the 
explanations differ widely. Parab's chdyd has savodinam and 
P. says that a vocl is a coin of less value than a kdrsapana; Stenz- 
ler's chaya- reads pustim and JV.'s saposanam; Godabole's chdya 
reads savestikam and LD. explains vestiki! as meaning either 
'turban' or 'loin-cloth '; in this explanation he agrees with the 
Calcutta commentary. One is tempted to prefer to all these 
readings and interpretations the reading of Stenzler's Ms. B.: 
sakodiaih (sakotikam): in this case, SaxhsthAnaka is made to say: 
"I'll give you wealth a hundred-fold, (I'll give you) a gold- 
piece, I'll give you a penny, (I'll give you) ten millions." In the 
third and fourth lines, my translation follows Parab's chayan, 
except that it is necessary to read sdmanyakam to agree with 
dosasthdnam: "Let this heroism of mine be a cause of censure 
common to (all) men," a roundabout way of saying "Let the 
perpetrator of the deed remain unknown." But there is rather 
more authority for the reading of Godabole (with which JV. 
practically agrees): dusaddan.a phalakkame = duhsabdAnAm. 
phalakramaah. Then 'the two lines mean: "Let this continued 
reward of evil words (due) to me be common to (all) men." 
The two readings thus give, at bottom, about the same sense. 

viii. 42. I have taken jano 'yam in the ordinary sense of 
nyaxh janah: "I think myself unworthy, etc." JV. takes it to 
mean 'the average man' (sAdhAranama-nava), and the transla- 
tors take it similarly; very likely they are right. 

viii. 43. -sampanne: voc. fem., JV.; loc. neut., Regnaud, 
Bohtlingk. 

viii. 437. I understand ann ami as a Sanskrit anydm, modify- 
ing vehim understood. Stenzler's chdyd has anyas (supply alafh- 
karah), the other editions have djfi; yet Parab's punctuation 
seems to indicate that he understands the Prakrit as I do. 
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viii. 439',. As Bbhtlingk points out (p. 205), we probably 
should read -kavodavalide (as in i. 511) instead of -padolikde. 
JV. attempts to explain the reading of the Mss., but his 
attempt serves to confirm the suspicion that the Miss. are wrong: 
prdsddasya brhadattalikdyd bdldydm abhinavanirmitdydm agra- 
pratolikayam pradhanarathydyim. 

viii. 46. I have taken pattra in the meaning 'leaf' in each 
of its three occurrences in the verse; this seems to be the under- 
standing of P., who says pattrany eva, ' like the leaves they are.' 
But the Calcutta commentary, LD., and JV. give to the words 
vistirnapattrani . . pattrdn! 'va the meaning ' like birds 
whose wings are spread out'; it would be hard to find another 
instance of pattra meaning 'bird.' Bohtlingk takes a middle 
course in his translation: "diese ausgebreiteten Blatter regen 
sich, so meine ich, wie Federn hin und her." It is perhaps 
impossible to decide which interpretation is correct; the only 
thing that is certain is that there is a play on the word pattra. 

viii. 468. According to LD. and JV., the fact that Vasanta- 
send remembers the monk but does not remember her own bene- 
faction to him, shows the nobility of her nature. 

viii. .47. This matter (hattha- . . . niccale) is printed by 
Parab as a verse; also by JV., who however gives it no verse- 
number. The nature of the matter (of. note on iv. 29, above), 
and its position at the end of the act, make it a priori probable 
that it does form a verse. The text printed by Parab scans 15. 
17:'12. 18; the last two lines form half of a regular dryd. If we 
read, with Stenzler and Godabole, hatthasafijadamuhasafijada-, 
we obtain the scheme 13. 17: 12. 18. Thus we have the correct 
number of syllabic instants, which are irregularly distributed in 
the first half of the verse. In spite of this irregularity, it 
seems most probable that we have to do with a stanza in the 
arya meter. 

Act ix. 

ix. 1. In the fourth line, the reading of Parab and Godabole 
does not scan correctly; if the first word is to be read gandhav- 
vehi, it seems as if the second should be suvihidehiih. This is 
the text reproduced in my translation; but I have taken gandh- 
avvehi as the representative of Sanskrit gandharvaih, 'with 
gandharvic, wellturned limbs." The fact that the Gandharvas 
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are male creatures and the persons mentioned in the third line 
female, need not trouble us, as the blunder may be attributed 
to Sarhsthdnaka's ignorance. The reading of Parab and Goda- 
bole is better supported than the gandhavve via suhidehimi of 
Stenzler (with which JV. practically agrees). The latter reading 
also gives a good sense, if we may take suhitdih to mean subhli- 
sitaih (JV.) or sobhitdih (Calcutta commentary), or as the repre- 
sentative of sukhitiih (B6htlingk, page 205). 

ix. 2. In Parab's text, khala- is apparently a misprint for 
khana-. I think it is better to take mukke (muktah) in the 
sense of ' hanging loose' (bandhandd bhraishitah, JV.) than in 
the sense of ' pearls' (Regnaud, B6htlingk). 

ix. 21. In kivinacestiami (bis) there is perhaps a pun; the 
word means of course 'a wretched business,' but also perhaps 
'a worm s business,' with reference to the kidaena above. The 
possibility that krpana may here mean 'worm' is increased by 
the reading kimina- (apparently = krmina-) given by four Mss. 
and by P. 

ix. 3. In commenting on the third line, JV. says that the 
king's judgment is confused by the exaggerations of the two 
parties, that he is therefore likely to decide a case wrongly, and 
that then he is subject to the penalty set forth in Manu viii. 
128 (disgrace and hell). 

ix. 4. In the second line, I have translated as if nastd dhru- 

vam were the beginning of a new principal clause, but I am not 

at all certain that this is correct. 
ix. 5. In the last line, dvdrbhdve is puzzling. JV. takes it 

as a locative absolute, supplying sati, 'there being an expedient'; 
Bbhtlingk interprets similarly. I have taken it as two words: 

'a door (dvdr, nom.) to truth,' but this is very doubtful. 
Godabole's Ms. K. has the reading dvdbhydxh vai, which is much 

easier: ' (his heart devoted to others' interests) in behalf of both 

parties (plaintiff and defendant)'. 
ix. 521. For mallakkappamainaha, cf. note on viii. 281. 
ix. 7. This verse is repeated from viii. 29, with nitaram for 

sutaram. Parab, Godabole, and JV. print sphit& for sphitah; 
this perhaps indicates that the reading vipine (given by a major- 
ity of the Mss.) for suksetre was the original reading, and that 

suksetre has crept in from viii. 29. 
ix. 77. JV. explains the curious word paasapinMdaakena thus: 

payasapindamh dugdhapakvam annam paramannam ity arthah, 
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tad rechati prdpnot! 'ti tena payasiinnalobhine 'ty arthah: pdya- 
sannapraptaye lobhdd yathd kriyate tathd maya 'pi 'ty arthah. 

ix. 79. With the Calcutta commentary, I take -sthana in 
moghasthdnayd as an abbreviation for alaiakdrasthana; compare 
sunnaiih Aharanatthiindiih in ii. 202. 

ix. 11. I take ghoram asahs'ayam as a little clause by itself: 
'the dreadful thing is certain.' 

ix.' 14. P. seems to have read cintdmdrga-. I have followed 
LD. in taking duta- to mean 'attorney.' In the third line 
-vdsaka- is doubtless used with a double meaning. In reference 
to the herons, it means 'screaming,' and in reference to court- 
officers, it means ' slanderers, pettifoggers.' LD. has vdsakah, 
sabdami kurvinhdh karnejapdh pisuna eva similarly JV., who 
says: vasakah Sabdaia kurviind dhanaprataranarthaim vacanaca- 
turah khala eva. I have adopted the reading -ruciram, which 
seems better than Parab's -racitam. 

ix. 19. The verse is desperately hard, and no comment or 
translation is satisfactory. My translation aims-to make sense, 
but does violence to the text. JV. makes the sense-connection 
between lines 2 and 3 by saying: castgrapakso hy upari varivar- 
sanena malinibhavati tava mukhaim tu tadabhave 'pi malinami 
drsyata iti bhavah. Accepting this, we may translate the verse 
thus: " You are not, like the wing-tip of the casa, thoroughly 
wet by the waters of the clouds in the sky; (yet it seems so, 
because) this (accusation is) false-for (see!) this face of yours 
attains lacklusterness like the winter lotus." But this is sadly 
unsatisfactory. 

ix. 22. The same conceit of leaving the ocean bare of gems 
by reason of great riches occurs in the Meghaduita, in the verses 
following i. 31 (regarded by Mallindtha as spurious). 

ix. 23. The analysis which P. gives of the long compound 
is to be preferred to that of the other interpreters: padapraha- 
rena paribhava akramah sa eva vimanana taya baddhaguruka- 
vairasya. 

ix. 242. The present participle viluppantami (vilupyamdnam) 
does not seem to correspond to the facts of the case; the read- 
ing viluppailm (viluptam) given by some Mss., seems preferable. 

ix. 246. Probably there is a little pun in lokavyavaharasya, 
which may meanI 'the conduct of men,' or 'a law-suit in the 
world.' This I have tried to indicate in my translation. 
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ix. 29. The word paravyasanena causes difficulty. LD. (fol- 
lowed by Regnaud) interprets '(although beset) by terrible mis- 
fortune': parena vyasaneno 'palaksito 'pi; similarly the Calcutta 
commentary. JV. interprets 'with mere childish amusements': 
parena kevalena vyasanena bAlyasulabhena kridanena. Bbht- 
lingk adopts this unusual meaning for vyasana, and accepts the 
alternative reading bata for para, which is mentioned by the 
Calcutta commentary and JV. I have taken paravyasanena to 
mean 'with the misfortune of another,' but this is certainly 
doubtful. 

ix. 292. The translators have, I think, missed the point of 
imassa. Of course, this masculine form cannot refer to Vasan- 
tasena, in spite of the chdyd in Parab and JV. The little clause 
means: " it was right (for her) to give him the jewels (to stop 
his crying, LD) but not (for me) to receive them." 

ix. 30. Compare ix. 38. 
ix. 304. There should be a mark of punctuation after hetu- 

bhiitah. 
ix. 307. I have taken aniso (which is not found in all the 

Mss.) to mean 'not master (of himself), mad'; but JV. explains 
it. as aksamo daridra ity arthah. The PrAkrit bhandaa may 
represent Sanskrit bhAnda (chdyA in Stenzler, Godabole, and 

JV.) or bhanda (chqyd in Parab, and P.); if the former be 
intended, then kidajanadosabhanida must be a compound, mean- 
ing 'receptacle of crimes imputed to people'; if the latter, we 
may take the expression as two words (or as a karmadhdraya; 
so P.) meaning 'imputer of crimes to people, and buffoon.' 
The latter seems preferable to me. 

ix. 33. The last pdda is found also in Kumdrasambhava ii. 

32. Whether this fact is or is not of importance in determin- 
ing the relative dates of Kalidasa and Suidraka, I do not venture 
to say. 

ix. 351. I have taken the first two words as an impatient 
exclamation: I do not believe that we have a play on words, as 

LD. and Regnaud suggest. My view is perhaps supported by 
JV., who prints abharanani a-, without sandhi. 

ix. 36. JV. and Bohtlingk takes the fourth pada to mean 
that the wishes of the speaker will fall to the ground (be disap- 
pointed) when the lashes fall on Carudatta; Wilson and I have 
understood the pada to mean that the lashes descend together 
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with (in accordance with) the wishes of the speaker. I think 
now that the former interpretation is the better; a similar play 
on the root pat is found in ix. 31. 

ix. 38. Compare ix. 30. In the third pada, Parab's reading 
is excellent; but we must take stri ratnam as two words. Then 
the pdda means: "a woman, and especially a jewel (of a 
woman). " 

ix. 39'. As B&htlingk points out (p. 209), the tti ought to 
stand at the end of the speech. 

ix. 411. Although LD. says that ambdm refers to Carudatta's 
mother, it seems more probable that it refers to his wife, Roha- 
sena's mother; for there is no reference elsewhere in the play to 
the mother of Cdrudatta. 

Act x. 

x. i. The difficulties of this verse are diminished if we can 
regard kdaana as the representative of the Sanskrit karandm 
'pain.' We may then translate: "What then! Do not con- 
sider (kalaya ='vicdraya, JV.) the pain; being adepts in the 
new-fangled managing of executions and fetterings, we are skil- 
ful in cutting off heads and impaling in short order." 

x. 3. JV. explains raktagandha- by raktacandana-, and 
Regnaud's note (iv. 87) has the same suggestion. Bohtlingk 
takes -gandha- in the sense of, 'trifle,' as above at viii. 224, 2413. 
I have supposed the word raktagandhdnuliptam to contain a 
rather mixed, but striking, metaphor, 'anointed with the odor 
of blood.' Of these three interpretations, that of JV. and 
Regnaud is perhaps the best. 

x. 112. This speech is quoted at Dasarftpa i. 46 (ed. Parab) 
and at Sdhityadarpan. a 384; in both places there are many, but 
unimportant variants. 

x. 12. Quoted at Dasarfipa i. 46; ii. 4; Sdhityadarpana 384, 
with two variants; line 1, yat for me; line 3, nidhana- for 
marana-. The commentary on the Sdhityadatpana passage 
explains nibidacdityabrahmaghosdih as follows: nibiddni lokdir 
akirndni yani caityani: caityam ayatanamh tulye ity Amarah: 
pufjadyayatanasthanani tesu ye brahmaghosa vedavadas taiih. 

x. 12'. The reading udvljya can hardly be a mere blunder, 
as it is explained by P., but it is surely inferior to the udviksya 
of the other texts. 
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x. 14. JV. reads asuvannamandanaaxh as one word, and 
explains it as an adverb 'without any golden ornament'; but 
this reading hurts the meter. 

x. 17. Much better than the -bhojanam of all the editions is 
-bhdjanam, conjectured by Bohtlingk (p. 209), and read by two 
of Godabole's Mss. 

x. 19. Stenzler and JV. are doubtless right in reading 
padicchidaxh (pratistam). JV. glosses the word with yathibhi- 
lasitam. 

x. 20. The first line is desperate. Mly translation is based 
on Parab's text, accepting P.'s explanation of pradesah by afigini, 
and presupposes the following literal translation: "his limbs are 
parched (i. e. he is as good as dead); why need he conduct him- 
self with bended head? " This is obviously most unsatisfactory. 
Somewhat better are the readings and suggestions of JV., who 
agrees in part with LD. and the Calcutta commentary. He 
reads: sukkhR vavadesa se kixh panamia matthae na kdavvami 
and explains: asya carudattasya . . . . vyapadesa1h kulanAmd- 
dayah suskd luptah? asya ca kixh gunAdikam ity arthah pra- 
namva mastake na kartavyam? api tu sarvam eva pranatya 
sirodharyam ity arthah: atha va- vyapadesa vasantasenadvadhaja- 

nitapavadah s'uska mithyatvad aropita ity arthah. 
x. 25. I interpret the second line as follows: " in which this 

death is actually (api) a gain." In the fourth line, the reading 
tvaya of Stenzler and Godabole is better than the maya of 
Parab and JV. (but cf. the maya in x. 33). 

x. 251; 282; 291. For pasadabalaggapadolika, cf. note on viii. 

439, above. 
x. 26. Cf. x. 38. 
x. 27. For the construction, see above, p. 420. 
x. 31. It is possible to separate niskaranopagata bandhava, 

as Bohtlingk does, or, with JV., to take the word as a karma- 
dharaya. 

x. 328. I have followed Stenzler's chaya and Bohtlingk in 

taking safikhalena as the representative of Sanskrit srfikhalena; 
but LD. and JV. translate it by sanikhalena (8afi-), which they 
explain to mean 'a drum-stick.' 

x. 331. There is nothing to show whether Carudatta here 
repeats ix. 30 or ix. 38. 
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x. 33 . In my translation, I have substituted the name Goha 
for its synonym Viraka, as this is the only place where the 
latter is used. 

x. 35. I think that Bbhtlingk is right (p. 211) in making 
vesaxh = Sanskrit vesah. Cf. also JV., who says: vesa iva 
paricehada iva. 

x. 35'. The matter from utthanta- to attainaaih is printed 
by Godabole and JV. as a verse. The nature of the material 
makes it probable that they are right, though our text (11. 17: 
10. 17) does not quite fit the scheme of an arya. 

x. 351o. In spite of the tradition, Bohtlingk is probably right 
in thinking (p. 212) that eavdsoninadd represents ekapdrsvonnata; 
but it does not seem necessary to substitute, with him, nduh 
(as at ii. 202) for vasuxhdhard. 

x. 3519. The phrase uttdne bhavia must mean 'lie flat,' not 
'stehe gerade' (Bbhtlingk) or 'tenez-vous bien raide' (Reg- 
naud). The word uttdna means 'sipine,' not 'erect;' besides, 
the erect position would be unnatural for the operation pro- 
posed. Then, at x. 408, Cdrudatta stands up (sahaso 'tthdya), 
which he could not do if he were already erect; and Vasanta- 
sena, who had fallen on his breast at x. 37', rises (utthdya) at 
x. 401. 

x. 38. Cf. x. 26. 
x. 41. Here vidyd means 'a spell for bringing the dead to 

life' (LD., JV.), i. e. vidyd saffjivani, as it is called in the 
Mahabharata. 

x. 43. It is interesting to note that Jimutavahana, in the 
fourth act of the Nagananda, uses the red marriage garments as 
the insignia of death. Perhaps this passage and Mrcch. x. 43 
stand in some connection with each other; if so, we have a sug- 
gestion for the placing of the Mrcchakatika. 

x. 46. Very likely there is a pun in the word sesabhutam; 
the word may mean 'last,' and also 'being sacrificial flowers.' 

x. 47. Stenzler's reading surareh is supported by only one 
Ms., so that the reading balareh is doubtless correct. LD., 
JV., and the Calcutta commentary explain vasudhadhirajyam 
as a bahuvrihi; 'in which there is sovereignty over the whole 
world.' The last half of the verse means then: " he has 
obtained the entire kingdom of his enemy, implying sovereignty 
over the world, like the kingship of Indra." 
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x. 47'. Bbhtlingk suggests (p. 213) that we read ayi for api 
(apikiro 'tra prasne, JV.). 

x. 48. The reading nirikse is surely better than niriksye. 
x. 48'. The words atha va should be printed as part of the 

text, as in the editions of Stenzler and Godabole. 
x. 51'. The authorities read without exception tatrabhavan; 

but it seems as if we must change it to atrabhavan. 
x. 534. I take pdurah, with the other editions, as part of the 

stage-direction. 
x. 54'-57'. For the sake of completeness, I give a translation 

of Nilakantha's interpolation, which may be inserted between 
lines 23 and 24 on page 174 of my translation. 

(Loud outcries are heard behind the scenes.) 
Voices behind the scenes. See! The wife, the lady wife of 

noble Cdrudatta thrusts back her little son, who clings at every 
step to her garment's hem. The tearful bystanders would pre- 
vent her, yet she mounts the blazing pyre. 

Sarvilaka. (Listens and looks toward the back of the stage.) 
Ah, Candanaka! what does this mean, Candanaka? (Enter 
Candanaka.) 

Candanaka. Do you not see, sir? A great crowd has 
gathered to the south of the Royal Palace. The wife, the lady 
wife of noble Cdrudatta thrusts back her little son, who clings 
at every step to her garment's hem. The tearful bystanders 
would prevent her, yet she mounts the blazing pyre. I said to 
her: " Madam, you must not act too hastily. The noble Caru- 
datta lives." But when the heart is full of sadness, who will 
listen, who will believe? 

Carudatta. (In distress.) Oh, my beloved! what would 
you do, while I yet live? (He looks up and sighs.) 

Although thy life upon the earth, 
My virtuous wife, seem little worth, 
Yet joy in heaven thou canst not find, 
If thou dost leave thy lord behind. 55 

(Ie swoons.) 
Sarvilaka. What madness is this? 

Yonder we needs must be so soon, 
And here her husband lies in swoon; 
Alas! we must confess it plain, 
That all our efforts are in vain. 56 
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Vasantasena. Oh, sir, come to yourself. Go and bring her 
back to life. Otherwise a calamity will be begotten of this 
want of steadfastness. 

Cdrudatta. (Comes to himself and rises hastily.) Oh, my 
beloved, where are you? Give me answer. 

(Candanaka. Follow me, sir. (All move about. Enter Caru- 
datta's wife, as described; Rohasena, who clings to the hem of 
her garment; Xlitreya; and Radanikd.) 

Wife. (Teanfully.) Let go, my child. Do not hinder me. 
I am fearful lest I hear of ill that happens to my lord. (She 
rises, frees the hem of her garment, and moves toward the pyre.) 

Rohasena. Oh, mother, think of me! I cannot live without 
you. (He runs up, and seizes again the hem of her garment.) 

iiitreya. The sages declare it a sin for you, a Brahman's 
wife, to mount the pyre without your husband's body. 

WiVfe. Better to commit a sin than to hear of ill that happens 
to my lord. 

Sarvilaka.. (Looks ahead.) She is near the flame. Hasten, 
hasten! (Carudatta does so.) 

Wife. Radanika, you must support my child, while I do 
what I purpose. 

-Radanikd. (Mournfully.) I too shall do what I have 
learned from my mistress. 

Wife. (Turning to Xitreya.) Then you must support 
him, sir. 

i7iiditreya. (Impetuously.) That your purpose may bear 
fruit, a Brahman must take the lead in this action. And so I 
shall precede you. 

Wife. They both refuse me! (She embraces Rohasena.) 
My child, you must care for yourself, that you may give us the 
sesame and the water of sacrifice. Of what use are wishes, 
when one is gone! (Sighing.) For my lord will not care for 
you. 

Catrudatta. (hIears the words and hastens forward.) Yes, I 
will care for my boy. (He raises Rohasena in his arms, and 
clasps him to his breast.) 

Wife. (-Discovers him.) A miracle! I hear the voice of 
my lord. (She looks more closely. Joyfully.) Thank heaven! 
It is my lord himself. Now heaven be praised! 
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Rohasena. (Perceives his father. Joyfully.) Oh, oh! It 
is my father that embraces me. (To his mother.) Mother, 
now you are happy. Father will care for me. (He throws his 
arms about Carudatta.) 

Carudatta. (To his wife.) 

While he thou lovest more than breath 
Was yet reprieved from jaws of death, 

Whereto this mad emprize ? 
Before the sun sinks in the west, 
Why are the lotus' petals prest 

Upon her sleeping eyes'? 57 

Wife. My lord, it is just because she is so thoughtless that 
she is kissed. 

diftreya. (Discovers Cdrudatta. Joyfully.) Hurrah! 
These eyes see my friend. What power a faithful wife enjoys! 

The mere purpose to enter the fire brings a reunion with her 
love. (To Carudatta.) Victory, victory to my friend! 

CGrudatta. Come, MAitreya! (He embraces him.) 
Radanik&. What a wonderful providence! Sir, I salute 

you. (She falls at Carudatta's feet.) 
Carudatta. (Lays his hand upon her.) Rise, Radanika! 

(Hle helps her to rise.) 
Wife. (Perceives Vasantasend.) Thank heaven! My blessed 

sister. 
Vasantasend. Now am I blest indeed. (They embrace.) 
Sarvilaka. Thank heaven ! You live, with all your friends. 

Carudatta. Yes, through your gracious aid. 

x. 545. On pade, JV. says: pade pratipada ity arthah. 

x. 566. On bhinnattanena, JV. has: bhinnatvena prthaktvena: 
tad uktam Usanasd yathd: pythak citili samdruhya na viprd gan- 
tum arhati: anydsdm eva ndrliniam strldharmo 'yam parah smr- 

tah iti. 
x. 5720. We should expect the dual: tdu candalaiu . 

bhavatam. 
x. 59. Under stress of meter, I have omitted the words 

kdas cin nayaty dkulAn, which mean 'keeps some in suspense,' 
and applies, like the other expressions of the first two lines, 

both to people and to buckets. 
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